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InfiRay Outdoor take their representative thermal imaging hunting scopes and digital night 
vision scope on the show, including the popular thermal scope Rico series which was built to 
do two things: Make the best image possible and be easy to use”. Tube (BOLT) series, a 
cutting-edge thermal imaging riflescope, which has a similar appearance with the Day rifle-
scope Tube was designed from the ground up for optimal use on bolt action rifles and other 
platforms that demand flexible mounting options with increased eye relief. Holo series is 
welcomed by airsoft fans. Classical thermal monocular E6+V3 of Eye Ⅱ Series, it is the first 

InfiRay Outdoor will participate in SHOT Show 2022. The show is the industry’s only shooting, 
hunting and outdoor enthusiast trade show and is owned and operated by the National 
Shooting Sports Foundation® (NSSF®). The booth of InfiRay is NO.40907, SANDS EXPO 
CENTER. 
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InfiRay Outdoor Attends SHOT Show 2022

monocular of InfiRay with NETD≤25mK. Entry level thermal monocular Cabin series which 
featured with strong light variable-focus torch and quick focusing knob. The most important 
new product and innovative thermal monocular of InfiRay Outdoor, Zoom-ZH38. On the 
market all thermal monocular are digital zoom, Zoom-ZH38 is the first thermal imaging mon-
ocular which has realized 2× optical zoom by Dual Field of View with patent. Zoom was 
launched in Sep. 2021 globally and introduced into USA now. You can also find the 1st digital 
night vision scope of InfiRay—TD50L and Clip-on thermal scope — Clip CTP13, which could be 
front fixed on traditional day-light scope with high effectiveness.



About InfiRay Outdoor:
InfiRay Outdoor is focused on the outdoor optoelectronic segment market. Our products 
include thermal imaging riflescope, handheld thermal imaging monocular/binoculars, night 
vision riflescope, monocular/binoculars, and other outdoor optical devices. Our technology 
leads the industry, while the others were still staying at 17μm, infiRay has led the market with 
12μm. 
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For more information, please visit us at 
www.infirayoutdoor.com 

Deeply understanding the demands of customers for natural observation, hunting, etc. our 
products are designed to be ultra-clear, ultra-precision, powerful, and ergonomic, ensuring 
better user experience. 
Based on excellent product quality and experience, our products have been exported to more 
than 89 countries around the world. 

InfiRay Outdoor, your trustworthy outdoor optoelectronic expert, helps you explore and 
discover more! The booth of InfiRay Outdoor: NO.40907, SANDS EXPO CENTER. We sincerely 
welcome you to test and try advanced thermal imaging technologies at present through our 
scopes and enjoy the Ultra-Clear image of InfiRay Outdoor.


